E - List #2
An Array of Social History
Welcome to Walnut Street Paper's second e-list of 2021! This time, we bring you an array of items relating to social
history in the United States, ranging from second-wave feminism to Black liberation, from class struggle to radical
education, and much more!
Feel free to contact us with any questions or to request additional photographs. To purchase or reserve, please contact
us directly at walnutstreetpaper@gmail.com or call (646) 509-9744.
Thanks for looking! - Alexis & George Sirrakos

Collection of Six 1970s / 1980s Peace Activism Pinbacks.
SOLD
A collection of six unique 1970s / 1980s pinback buttons supporting a variety of peace-oriented causes. These range
from the Student Mobilization Committee’s Anti-Vietnam War efforts to advocating for food over bombs. Five of the
pinbacks are coated paper with a metal backing. The remaining pinback is designed on a wooden disc. Two of the
pinbacks have manufacturer markings, with at least one of these being union printed. Pinback sizes range in diameter
from 2cm to 5.5cm, with most being about 4cm. Colors are vibrant and the backs are generally free from rust. These
pinbacks comes from the collection of a California-based activist and, overall, look nearly as fine as the day they were
created.
The collection includes:
A blue We Still Have A Dream pinback issued for the 20th anniversary of the 1963 March on Washington.
Features a line illustration of the Lincoln monument and of Martin Luther King Jr. along with the words Jobs /
Peace / Freedom.
A wooden disc pinback with a peace dove and a red apple over a blue background. Features the words Teach
Peace / Never Again War. Likely 1980s.
A blue Student Mobilization Committee pinback prominently featuring a white peace dove with the words April 24
SMC in blue. Manufacturer markings of Horn Co. Phila. 19126 along the edge. Likely 1971.
A blue pinback featuring a line illustration of profiles of three women emerging from atop a peace dove. The
words Women for Peace are along the bottom. Very minor foxing in the field. Likely 1970s.
A white pinback featuring a line illustration of a reddish-colored fist with a carrot firmly in its grasp. The words
Food Not Bombs printed along the left of the button. Likely 1970s, and one of our favorites!
A white pinback with a peace dove over a blue sphere with yellow longitude and latitude lines. The words Peace,
Jobs and Justice appear in red above the sphere and April 19, 1986 San Francisco below, also in red. The city
permit for street closures for this event lists the organization as the Mobilization for Peace Jobs and Justice.
Union printer marking along the edge.

JANSEN, Reamy & O’MALLEY, Susan (editors). Radical Teacher, Volume 5.
SOLD
Jansen, R. & O’Malley, S. (editors). Radical Teacher, Volume 5. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Radical Caucus in English
and the Modern Languages, July 1977. 27.5x21cm: 56pp. Red and white saddle stitched wrappers. Light wear to spine
and edges with some creasing to corners. Interior bright. Smoothed out crease to lower corner of last 10 or so leaves.
Better than Very Good.
Radical Teacher, founded in 1975, is a socialist, feminist, and anti-racist journal dedicated to the theory and practice of
teaching. Still in existence and published quarterly, the journal serves the community of educators who are working for
democratic process, peace, and justice. The journal examines the root causes of inequality and promotes progressive
social change. This early volume is dedicated to an exploration of issues pertaining to part-time and/or untenured faculty
in community colleges and at a variety of state university systems.
Source: http://www.radicalteacher.net/about/

GRAHAM, Shirley (editor). Freedomways: A Quarterly Review of the Negro Freedom Movement.
SOLD
GRAHAM, Shirley (editor). Freedomways: A Quarterly Review of the Negro Freedom Movement. New York:
Freedomways Associates, Inc., Spring 1961. 22.5x15cm: 111pp. First Issue [First Edition]. Publisher's blue and white
wrappers. Wrappers a bit rubbed with lighter portions slightly soiled. Minor wear along wrapper edges. Some creasing to
bottom of spine and a smoothed out crease to lower corner. Pages unmarked. Binding tight. Better than Very Good.
Elusive inaugural issue of this leading African-American theoretical, political, and cultural journal, featuring pieces by
W.E.B. Du Bois, Frederick Douglass, Shirley Graham, and John Pittman, among others. The editors write, “Conceived
of necessity and with impetuous ardour, born in travail, this newest, youngest publication is yet a lusty, bawling infant.
This is a good world and a good time in which we are born. For we are African-American, and our name is
FREEDOMWAYS.” The editors end the introduction with, “FREEDOMWAYS offers all of us the opportunity to speak for
ourselves. Lift every voice and sing – of Freedom!”
This issue is offered with a typed letter signed in facsimile by the editor, Shirley Graham (wife of contributor W.E.B. Du
Bois), on Freedomways letterhead. The letter, generically addressed to Dear Library Director, is intended to announce
and promote this first issue of what would become one of the most important journals devoted to African-American
studies for the next two decades. Letter is folded in half with a horizontal fold across the middle. Light toning along right
page edge.
Additionally accompanied by a typed letter, signed with pencil holograph corrections, by E.Y. Price of the Oklahoma
State Library, offering some pointed criticism of the first issue, some of it under the guise of praise: "it is not sensational
in appearance, albeit understandably emotional in its foreword, not completely proof-read but generally good in
typography. I should think it would be good way for white people to see the Negro viewpoint on history, as established in
the lead article by W.E.B. Dubois (sic). However I was struck by the fact that, although this is an African-American
magazine, few of the articles mentioned American developments, except in passing. Would like to see some
responsible Negro leader’s reactions to this magazine (Sarah Jane Bell -- Dr. Moon, any of the Negro doctors – NAACP
officers’ -- before final say (sic).”

WINSTON, Henry. Black and White -- One Class, One Fight: The Role of White Workers in the Struggle Against
Racism.
SOLD
WINSTON, Henry. Black and White -- One Class, One Fight: The Role of White Workers in the Struggle Against
Racism. New York: New Outlook Publishers, April 1972. 19x12.5cm: 48pp. Stapled green and brown wrappers, with
white lettering to front, bearing a 50¢ price. A discrete stain to the second the on the front wrapper and minor wear to top
and bottom of stapled spine edge. Interior clean. Near Fine.
This pamphlet contains Winston’s report to the 20th National Convention of the Communist Party, U.S.A., held in New
York from February 18-21, 1972. Winston was the national chairman of the Communist Party, U.S.A., involved in
numerous struggles for equity and justice, and a committed advocate of civil rights for African American people. In the
early 1970s, Winston was also involved in organizing the movement for Angela Davis’ release from prison. In this
pamphlet, Winston discusses the need for class solidarity, preparing the working class for struggle, the influences of
bourgeois ideology, the need for rank-and-file movements, and the party’s role in the struggle for class consciousness.

JANOWSKY, Oscar I. & FAGEN, Melvin M. International Aspects of German Racial Policies.
SOLD
JANOWSKY, Oscar I. & FAGEN, Melvin M. International Aspects of German Racial Policies. New York: Oxford
University Press, 1937. 19x13cm: xxi, 266pp. First edition, with no subsequent printings noted. Blue cloth boards with
titling to spine, although starting to fade. Light blue dust jacket with black lettering and line design to front panel. Interior
clean. Front board very slightly raised. Some dust soiling, indentations, and foxing to text block edges. Dust jacket spine
sunned with discoloration along edges and along flap folds. Small tears (~2cm) along front flap fold and spine crease.
Soiled dust jacket with some edge wear. Better than Very Good in a Good dust jacket.
An interesting examination of the application of international law in protecting oppressed peoples, in this case,
persecuted German citizens and subjects. From the introduction: “The oppression of minorities has thus repeatedly
been condemned not only because it violates elementary justice and decency but also because of the recognition that
the persecution of any one minority strikes at the very foundations of all human rights and is a menace to all people
everywhere.” The substance of this book was submitted in support of a petition presented to the assembly of the
League of Nations on September 30, 1936, urging the League “to take action in the defense of those elementary human
rights”.

[Malcolm X]. Peace Newsletter Advertisement, with Malcolm X Photo and Quote.
SOLD
Peace Newsletter: Central NY’s Antiwar / Social Justice Paper. Poster / Broadside Advertisement, with Malcolm X Photo
and Quote. Syracuse, NY: Syracuse Peace Council, undated (c. 1970s), 35.5x21.5cm. Three smoothed-out horizontal
folds. Dec’ 77 penciled at lower left corner. Corners crisp. Near Fine. Uncommon.
The Syracuse Peace Council began publishing the Peace Newsletter (PNL) monthly in 1936. According to the
advertisement, “The PNL is a people’s not an ‘expert’s’ paper. Articles are written & laid out by local people – our
neighbors – who have special knowledge in the area in which they’re writing. The PNL is also not an ‘objective’ paper.
No paper is. Objectivity is a myth. We’re just more honest about our opinions than most papers are. The PNL is the only
paper in Central NY that offers analysis of international, national & local events and draws relevant connections
between these events.” The PNL is still currently being published.
A search of the PNL archives did not pull up this specific piece of advertising. As the flyer contained information about
the PNL and the Syracuse Peace Council, we believe this was likely an unused subscription mailer or an insert in a
similar type of publication meant to grow the number of PNL subscribers.

HAMANAKA, Sheila. The Journey: Japanese Americans, Racism, and Renewal.
$40
HAMANAKA, Sheila. The Journey: Japanese Americans, Racism, and Renewal. New York: Orchard Books, 1990.
29.5x24.5cm: 39pp. First Edition. Oatmeal colored cloth boards with blind stamped title to front cover and black titling to
spine. Author signed gift inscription on half title page, “To Motoko--/Thank you and Best of Luck with your art-/Peace!/Sheila Hamanaka/May 1991”. We believe the recipient to be Japanese born, Canadian artist Motoko. The color
illustrations done by the author throughout are portions of her original 5-panel mural, which is shown in full on the last
pages of the book. Illustrated dust jacket, with a photograph of Hamanaka painting the original mural to the back cover.
Spine ever so slightly bumped. Unclipped dust jacket with edges that are slightly curled. Fine in a Near Fine dust jacket.
Sheila Hamanaka is a children’s book illustrator and writer, best known for her books on peace and multiculturalism. The
Journey, which won the American Book Award in 1992, is based on Hamanaka’s five-panel mural she painted about the
history of the Japanese in America. Painted over several years with the help of a grant from the Japanese American
Citizens’ League, it focused on the concentration camps where her family were imprisoned during WWII. Hamanaka
calls her painting “part of a whole body of work created by artists, writers, filmmakers, musicians, lawyers, and social
activists who have felt a filial and personal obligation to discover and tell the truth of their own history.”

JACKSON, George. Soledad Brother: The Prison Letters of George Jackson.
SOLD
JACKSON, George. Soledad Brother: The Prison Letters of George Jackson. New York: Coward-McCann, Inc., 1970.
21.7x14.5cm: 330 pp. First Edition, Hardcover. Introduction by Jean Genet. Boards bound in black cloth with GJ
stamped on front board and titling on spine, all in silver. Photo-illustrated endpapers of figures including George
Jackson, Jonathan Jackson, and Angela Davis. Front board very slightly raised and with the slightest of sag to the text
block, otherwise a tight copy. Minor soiling to lower corner of text block edge. Two minor indentations to top text block
edge. Internally clean and bright. Dust jacket is unclipped, bearing the original $5.95 price. Wear to dust jacket, most
notably to top and bottom of spine and along front flap fold. Small tear along top of rear flap fold. Several tiny nicks
scattered to front and spine of dust jacket. Better than Very Good in a Very Good dust jacket.
George Jackson (1941 - 1971) was an African-American left-wing activist, member of the Black Panther Party, and cofounder of the Black Guerrilla Family while incarcerated. Jackson achieved fame as one of the Soledad Brothers and
was later shot dead by guards in San Quentin Prison following an unsuccessful escape attempt. From the dust jacket:
"WHEN HE WAS EIGHTEEN, George Jackson was sentenced to from one year to life for stealing $70 from a gas
station. To date he has spent ten years in prison, seven and a half of them in solitary confinement. Now, in his twentyeighth year, he has been charged with the murder of a prison guard in Soledad Prison and faces a mandatory death
sentence if he is convicted. In this book of his letters, George Jackson is revealed as one of the most powerful and
eloquent writers of our time. The letters are a galvanic outpouring of passion, grief, outrage, and defiance. It is as if all
the fierce longings and suppressed rage of the black race had found complete and absolute expression in Jackson's
five-by-eight cell. His letters to his mother are full of the tenderest concern. His letters to his father are the chronicle of a
long and bitter emotional and ideological struggle between two men and sum up the tragic gap between the generation
of Martin Luther King and the new generation of black militants. Jackson pleads and reasons and even threatens in a
desperate effort to make his family understand his life, to make them aware of the monstrous things that are being done
to him inside prison because he refuses to submit to the debasing and brutalizing practices of the prison authorities, to
make the family accept his total commitment to total revolutionary change. Because of his burning need to communicate
with his family, Jackson finally communicates with everyone..."
Howard Zinn, author of A People's History of the United States writes, "The power of George Jackson's personal story
remains painfully relevant to our nation today, with its persistent racism, its hellish prisons, its unjust judicial system, and
the poles of wealth and poverty that are at the root of all that. I hope the younger generation, black and white, will read
Soledad Brother."
An attractive copy of this uncommon book with the scarce dust jacket.

GARDNER, Rev. Velmer J. I Spent Saturday Night in the Devil’s House.
SOLD
GARDNER, Rev. Velmer J. I Spent Saturday Night in the Devil’s House. Springfield, MO: Velmer Gardner Evangelistic
Association Inc., 1954. 18.7x12.8cm: 47pp. Third Edition. Illustrated colored paper wrappers with side staples. Loss to
top right corner, not affecting any text. Moderate toning throughout, but primarily impacting front wrapper. Small writing
in pen on front wrapper. Good.
Gardner was a Pentecostal evangelist pastor with a healing revival from the mid-1940s through the 1960s. Throughout
his career, he was associated with Assemblies of God, Voice of Healing, and eventually the Full Gospel Businessmen's
Association. He wrote many booklets that he would then sell at his evangelist meetings (Healing and Revival Press). In
this particular booklet, Gardner writes passionately against Father Divine (Reverend Major Jealous Divine), an AfricanAmerican man who declared himself God and creator of the International Peace Mission, a new religious doctrine. The
International Peace Mission began around 1914, but gained popularity and notoriety during and after the Great
Depression. Divine’s work with this international organization helped advance civil rights and social justice for African
Americans. However, as Gardner discusses so emphatically, some found Divine to be a self-promoting, communistloving, cult leader (Encyclopedia of Philadelphia). Gardner supports his assertions using testimonials from former Divine
followers, emphasizing Divine’s lewd behavior and even begins the booklet, in disgust, with a photograph of Divine’s
wedding to a much younger white woman.

Two Issues of the Detroit Gay Liberator
$65
The Gay Liberation Front (GLF) was founded in New York in 1969 after, and in response to, the Stonewall Riots. From
there, chapters were established in cities across the country including San Francisco, Chicago, and Detroit. The Detroit
Gay Liberator was one publication put out by the Detroit chapter of the GLF, or GLFD, and was published from 19701976. The publication was described as “an open community forum with the policy of no sexual or commercial
exploitation.” (Vol. 1, No. 4). Issues include news/news articles from other GLF papers, poetry, advertisements for
friendly and safe local businesses, book reviews, examples of injustices felt by the community, and overviews of
demonstrations. Best put by Wayne State University student archivist Autumn Diaz, “The Detroit Gay Liberator was
fertile ground for passionate debate between the multifaceted and widely varying groups within the gay liberation
movement, a place for manifestos, for changing minds, for radical questioning, and moving society to a better place.”
The issues:
The Detroit Liberator. Vol. 1, No. 4. Detroit: The Gay Liberation Front of Detroit, August 1970. 36.5x29cm: 12 pp. Bifold Newspaper. Original Price, 25 cents. Secondary horizontal fold, with creases to the top right corner and toning
throughout. Near Fine.
This August issue covers three of the first gay pride parades (Chicago, Los Angeles, and New York City), then called
Christopher Street Liberation Day, that occurred the last weekend of June on the anniversary of the Stonewall Riots.
Also, within this issue is a piece of an editorial written for Rolling Stone magazine that was subsequently rejected for its
supposed vulgarity, as well as a discussion on “homosexuals in Cuba”.
Detroit Gay Liberator. Vol. 1, No. 6. Detroit: The Gay Liberation Front of Detroit, November 1970. 36.5x29cm: 16 pp.
Bi-fold Newspaper. Original Price, 25 cents. Some tears at main fold and a small separation at secondary horizontal
fold. Toning throughout with a cut-out of Detroit Gay Liberation Front logo on the back page. Very Good.
This November issue includes more information and articles on the growing connection between the Civil Rights
Movement and the Gay Liberation Movement (GLM). Contains a reprinted internal letter from Black Panther Party cofounder, Huey Newton, to his brothers in his Party stating his acknowledgement of the oppression of homosexuals and
his feelings on uniting with the GLM. As well, there are brief notes from the latest Black Caucus/GLFD meeting, the GLF
helping a food drive in Detroit set-up by the Black Panthers, and even a political cartoon expressing gay people being
more oppressed than Black people.
Source: Autumn Diaz blog post, Walter Reuther Library, Wayne State University, http://reuther.wayne.edu/node/13793

STELTZ, Catherine E. As YOU See It. Portfolio with Use Manual and Complete Set of 24 Prints.
SOLD
STELTZ, Catherine E. As YOU See It: A visual approach to the discussion of present-day moral and social problems;
Twenty-four pictures to stimulate group discussion of social and moral problems, with suggestions for their use. Portfolio
with Use Manual and Complete Set of 24 Prints. New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1956. 28x21.5cm: 26 pp. Includes 24 black and white photographs, each measuring 27.5x21.5cm (or roughly
8.5x11in.). Manual and photographs housed in red paper portfolio with black and white titling and photograph (example
from set). Portfolio has few creases and wear along edges and spine, bumped corners, with small loss to top and
bottom of spine. Manual bound in publisher’s side-stapled red wrappers with black titling. Manual has minor rubbing and
small crease to bottom of front cover. Internally clean and bright. All 24 photographs present, in 12 protective covers,
back to back. Faint toning to edges of some photographs, not impacting images. Portfolio, Very Good; Manual, Near
Fine; Photograph Prints, Near Fine. As of mid-March, no copies located in commerce. Scarce.
From the Use Manual, “In our society today there is widespread concern about the changing nature of moral and social
values. Deviation from older, accepted standards has disorganized many social relations and engendered significant
moral and social problems about which there is confusion and conflicting opinion. As You See It is an attempt to present
a distinct kind of visual material that can be used to stimulate the discussion of present-day moral and social problems.
Because of the unique adaptability of photography for this purpose, an original set of black-and white photographs was
designed and created for the As You See It project.”
The photographs were meant to be vague enough and specific enough to evoke discussions without intending to
represent defined beliefs, attitudes, or opinions. Steltz wished to foster open reflection from all participants while
perhaps even “[clarifying] some of their conflicting feelings, beliefs, attitudes and opinions about troublesome issues of
this kind.”
As stated on the inner portfolio flap, As You See It was “designed specifically for use in high schools, colleges, youth
groups, and adult discussion groups to give teachers, guidance workers, counselors, and others working directly with
young people and adults visual materials to stimulate discussion of human relations problems.”

National Peace Action Coalition. Anti-Vietnam War Protest Poster.
SOLD
National Peace Action Coalition. 57x44cm. [Washington D.C.], undated [c. 1971]. Poster / Broadside. An anti-Vietnam
War protest poster published by the National Peace Action Coalition (NPAC) and used in the April 24th, 1971 peaceful
Vietnam War Out Now rally on the National Mall in Washington, D.C. Text reads: “Enough! Out Now NPAC”. Poster
contains text printed in red, surrounded by a thick red border, with a square symbol to lower left corner depicting a
peace dove and the date April 24 written inside. Printed on white, heavy-stock paper. Color is bright, but poster lovingly
used during the rally. Poster is rolled, has small creases along edges and top two corners, some black speckle marks
along the top, a 2cm tear along the bottom edge, and a light brown stain to the lower section. Discoloration to verso due
to storage using rubber bands with some offset toning. Multiple tape residue marks on the verso make us believe that
this sign was attached to a signpost during the rally. Very Good.
At the time, the Vietnam War Out Now rally was believed to be one of the largest anti-war rallies with between 200,000
and 500,000 peaceful protestors in attendance. The rally was co-sponsored by the National Peace Action Coalition
(NPAC) and the People’s Coalition for Peace and Justice (PCPJ). This rally was part of a three-week movement known
as the Spring Peace Offensive. It brought “some 1,200 Vietnam War veterans, hundreds of thousands of marching
demonstrators, and a coalition of more than 100 peace and radical groups” to Washington D.C in the Spring of 1971 all
to “pressure the U.S. government to end the war in Vietnam.” (Steele, 2017)

COWL, Margaret. Women and Equality.
SOLD
COWL, Margaret. Women and Equality. New York: Workers Library Publishers, February 1935. 15x11.5cm: 15pp.
Pamphlet, First Edition. Stapled wrappers, with black lettering and decoration to front cover and a listing of additional
available publisher’s titles to rear cover. Wrappers very lightly soiled. Minor creasing to corners. Light creasing to lower
corner of pages. Interior clean. Near Fine.
During the 1930s, Margaret Cowl was the head of the American Communist Party’s Women’s Bureau. In this work, Cowl
presents a communist-based argument for women’s equality, tackles the myth of woman’s inferiority to man, and rejects
the notion of traditional gender roles. An interesting and thought-provoking work.
Source: Lynn, D. ‘Anti-Nazism and the Fear of Pronatalism in the American Popular Front.’ Radical Americas, 2016, 1
(1), pp. 25–43.

1970 Blacklight Poster. Is Beautiful.
SOLD
1970 Blacklight Poster. Is Beautiful. Atlanta: Hip Souls Posters Inc., 1970. 75x56.5cm. Civil Rights blacklight poster
depicting a tall powerful Black man standing over a much shorter and nervous looking KKK member in full hooded
robes. Text along the bottoms reads: “Yeah man, like I always said - Black IS beautiful”. Poster company name and
address at bottom of poster. Artist’s mark within picture, however, we were unable to identify the artist. Minor scuffing
and top left corner slightly bent. Near Fine.
During times of challenge to white supremacy, such as the Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s, the KKK often
strengthened their efforts to reassert control over the oppressed. However, posters such as this show that Black people
were ready to stand up and fight against white supremacy to reclaim their identity and freedom.
Blacklight posters rose in popularity during the 1960s and 70s within the pop culture and concert scenes, but certainly
found their way into the political culture of the time, as well. Companies such as the Houston Black Light Company,
printed posters featuring “black fantasy-warriors”, while others featured “iconography of black power and heroic black
figures independent of any white cultural context.” (Ashwanta Jackson, The Forgotten Radicalism of Black Light
Posters)
Source: https://daily.jstor.org/the-forgotten-radicalism-of-black-light-posters/

HUU THO, Nguyen. Speech.
$18
Speech by Lawyer Nguyen Huu Tho, President of the Presidium of the C.C. of the South Viet Nam National Front for
Liberation on the occasion of the 5th founding anniversary of the N.F.L. South Viet Nam: Liberation Editions, 1965.
13x9cm: 43pp. Pocket-sized Pamphlet. Stapled white wrappers, with titling in black to front cover. Staple rusted but
holding firm. Minor soiling to wrappers. Front wrapper slightly curled. Interior clean. Better than Very Good.
Huu Tho’s speech is evocative and ends with an ominous tone. He states, “Under the just and certainly victorious
banner of national salvation of the Front, let our entire army and people valiantly march forward! The U.S. aggressors
and their henchmen will surely meet ignominious defeat!”

SHOR, Ira. Working Hands and Critical Minds: A Paulo Freire Model for Job-Training.
$40
SHOR, Ira. Working Hands and Critical Minds: A Paulo Freire Model for Job-Training. Chicago: Alternative Schools
Network, 1988. 21x13.5cm: 28pp. Pamphlet, presumed First Edition. The text of this pamphlet seems to have also been
published in the same year in Vol. 170, No. 2 of the Journal of Education. Stapled wrappers with black-and-white photo
and white lettering to front cover. Slight edge wear with minor creasing to spine edge. Interior clean. Near Fine. No
copies located in OCLC as of early 2021. Scarce.
This pamphlet originated as a talk by Ira Shor titled Beyond Job-Training: Learning for Employment and Empowerment
– A Critique of Vocational Training and Literacy Programs given in Chicago on June 20, 1987 at the Grace United
Methodist Church of Logan Square. In this pamphlet, Shor guides the reader “through a process that shows how
educational workers and students can work together to ask questions about job-training and, perhaps, act to transform
the world of work.” Shor’s work, both broadly and as presented in this pamphlet, is informed by Paulo Freire, the exiled
Brazilian educator, “whose teaching literacy among peasants in Brazil described in his renowned book, Pedagogy of the
Opressed, (1970), has inspired world-wide participatory education and community development programs.”

Women’s LibeRATion [Rat Subterranean News], Issue 23, June 14-July 10.
SOLD
Women’s LibeRATion [Rat Subterranean News], Issue 23, June 14-July 10. New York: R.A.T. Publications, [1971].
41x29cm: 28pp. Newsprint tabloid format, folded horizontally. Illustrations throughout. Graphically compelling layout.
Light toning throughout with small tears along edges and where the secondary fold meets the spine. Minor creasing.
Very Good.
Underground radical newspaper out of New York City. Stories inside this issue include cocktail waitresses protesting
their treatment at a Joe Namath bar, Leslie Bacon’s arrest in connection with the 1971 Capitol Building bombing, and a
long missive accusing a woman named Virginia Ruffalo of being an undercover police agent working to sabotage the
women’s movement. Also includes a section on women’s health titled “All About Cunts.” All articles are uncredited and
no editorial staff listed, keeping with the group’s resistance to hierarchy and suspicion of authority.
Originally published as Rat Subterranean News starting in 1968, women took over the magazine in 1970 in protest of
the magazine’s portrayal of women after printing several covers with naked women. The paper became known as
Women’s LibeRATion until it ceased publication in 1972 due to lack of funds and divisiveness, about both race and
sexuality, within the group.

SPIRO, JoAnne (Jaye). Women’s Self Defense: 22 Commonly Asked Questions.
SOLD
SPIRO, JoAnne [Jaye]. Women’s Self Defense: the Art of Awareness, Prevention, Strategy, and Effective Fighting; 22
Commonly Asked Questions. Detroit: Self-Published, 1977. 21.5x14cm: [ii], 14pp. Second Printing. Heavy textured
stock stapled wrappers in brown and yellow. Cover titling in yellow with illustration depicting female symbol and a
silhouette of a woman holding keys between her knuckles in a defensive pose. Rules of Self Defense to back wrapper in
brown over yellow background. Ex-library markings throughout including taped catalog number to lower front cover,
Women’s Library stamp to back and first page, checkout card holder inside back cover from The Women’s Project, Little
Rock, AR. Light damp staining to bottom edge throughout, rusting to internal part of staples, light rubbing and a 1.5cm
tear at top edge of spine. Very Good.
Written during the second Feminist Movement, this extremely important and helpful booklet includes tips and strategies
for women in self-defense for everyday life situations when being harassed, attacked, followed, or put into
uncomfortable situations by men. The author, JoAnne (Jaye) Spiro, is currently a 7th degree black belt in Ai Mute
Shotokan Karate, and began learning karate after being a victim of violence herself in the early 1970s. She has since
dedicated her life to teaching self-defense classes for women, people with disabilities, and the LGBTQ community, to
encourage confidence, empowerment, and a feeling of safety in a turbulent world. Because of this work as a female
trailblazer for equity and women’s empowerment, she was chosen to speak in Washington DC for the United State of
Women Summit in 2016.
The Women’s Project, founded in Little Rock, was established in the early 1980’s “as a multi-racial, multi-generational
organization whose goal was to eliminate systemic sexism and racism, focusing primarily on economic injustice and
violence against women.” They opened a Women’s Library to house educational items on women's rights and selfeducation that could not be found at the universities or local libraries.
Sources:
http://mejishi.com/index.php/about-us/about-sensei-jaye
http://oaklandcounty115.com/2016/07/01/we-got-this-2-jaye-spiro-owner-of-mejishi-martial-arts-in-ferndale/
https://pridesource.com/article/the-master/
https://encyclopediaofarkansas.net/entries/womens-project-7831/
https://encyclopediaofarkansas.net/entries/womens-library-5607/

Feminist Silkscreen Poster. Sister.
SOLD
Artist Unknown. Sister. c. 1970s era feminist poster. 51x34cm. Screenprinted in green on orange stock. Pinholes to
corners. The name Jennifer handwritten to the back. Rolled. Near Fine.
Poster depicts three generations of women, two of whom have their fists in the air, with the title Sister to the top. This
simple, yet powerful, poster elicits feelings of feminine camaraderie and strength during the Women’s Liberation
Movement.

BLUM, Joseph (editor). Movement. Volume 5, No. 2.
$50
BLUM, Joseph (editor). Movement. Volume 5, No. 2. San Francisco: The Movement Press, March 1969. 44x29cm:
24pp. First Edition. Folded tabloid newspaper. Full-page cover artwork of Nat Turner by Frank Cieciorka. Faint bulk rate
stamp to lower left section of cover. Secondary horizontal fold to middle. Minor tears to bottom edge of first several
pages. Overall, lightly toned with slightly darker toning to edges and primary fold. Three small stains to the front cover
and wear to primary fold. Better than Very Good.
Stated Huey P. Newton Birthday Edition, which includes an interview by co-founder of the Black Panthers, Bobby Seale.
He discusses L.A. assassinations, cultural nationalism, community programs and Black capitalism. Also in this issue,
the latest coverage on the Oakland Seven trial, coming just weeks before the acquittal, Mark Rudd’s take on the
Columbia University Protests, the Richmond Oil Strike, and continued discussion on the New York City Teacher Strikes
and educational disparities felt through Black and Brown communities. Sadly, many of these topics are still being
discussed in education today throughout the country, 50 years later.

HALEY, Alex. Roots: The Saga of an American Family.
SOLD
HALEY, Alex. Roots: The Saga of an American Family. New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1976. 24x16cm: viii, 587
pp. Stated First Edition in a First State dust jacket. Brown paper-covered boards quarter-bound in black cloth. Head and
tail of spine bumped along with some wear. Bottom corners bumped. Small indents along board edges. Minor soiling to
text block edges. Interior clean and binding tight. Dust jacket with some creases, chips, and tears along edges, most
notable to the head of spine, top edge of front panel, and along flap edges. Small closed tear near R on front panel.
Dust jacket toned along edges. Better than Very Good in a Very Good dust jacket.
From the dust jacket, “As the first black American writer to trace his origins back to their roots, he [Haley] has told the
story of 25,000,000 Americans of African descent. He has rediscovered for an entire people a rich cultural heritage that
slavery took away from them, along with their names and their identities.” While the author's career has been tarnished
by issues related to plagiarism, this work still stands as an important contribution to the field.

Southern Regional Council. Race and Law Enforcement: A Guide To Modern Police Practices.
SOLD
Southern Regional Council. Race and Law Enforcement: A Guide To Modern Police Practices. Atlanta, GA: Southern
Regional Council, February 1952 (Vol. 7, No. 2 of New South). 22.7x15cm: 20pp. Based on our research, we assume
this to be a first printing, even though no printing is stated. The pamphlet was reprinted at least one more time, as
copies from 1953 can be located. Dark blue side stapled wrappers with titling and outline of a law enforcement badge in
white. Horizontal white stripe across middle of front wrapper with subtitle in dark blue. Mild wear to front wrapper and
spine edge, including some color loss at corners and signs of creasing to lower corner. Binding tight. Interior clean and
bright, minor bumping to corners. Better than Very Good.
The Southern Regional Council (SRC) was formed in 1944 to prevent racial violence, promote racial equality, improve
economic conditions, and push to address political and social issues in the American South. As part of its mission, the
SRC published a journal (renamed several times) as a form of communication and education. From the late 1940s
through to the early 1970s, the journal was titled New South. In contrast to many more harsh critiques of the police, this
pamphlet (or edition of the journal) asks the reader to consider questions such as “Have we created in our community
the atmosphere of tolerance and respect for the individual which breeds good law enforcement?” and “Have we given as
much attention to the problems, shortcomings, and achievements of our police force as we have to those of our schools,
churches, civic and welfare agencies?” The pamphlet contains sections on policing as a profession, how prejudices
impact professionalism, and standards of police performance. These standards include knowledge of the law, courtesy,
fairness and impartiality, acting on the facts, use of force only when justified, and developing good relationships with
community leaders of all races. A section on “The Negro Policeman” discusses some of the early, and quite disturbing,
ideas as to why a “negro policeman” “just wouldn’t work.” The section goes on to describe an experiment where in 1943
“the City Council authorized the appointment of two Negro officers on a trial basis.” The pamphlet concludes with a very
intriguing 28-item “checklist of race and law enforcement in your community” that serves as an assessment tool to help
citizens identify and describe areas of policing in need of improvement. Items include questions such as “If Negro
policemen are not employed, are your police and city officials familiar with the experiences of Southern cities where they
are used?” and “In the past five-year period, how many persons, by race, were killed in the course of arrest? Is there
evidence that all such cases were thoroughly and impartially investigated?” This latter item seems to continue to be
pertinent in our current context.

MCMAHON, Jack (Producer). The Sound of Dissent (12” Vinyl). [Martin Luther King, Stokeley Carmichael, Ralph
Abernathy, Sen. E. McCarthy, George Wallace, et al.]
SOLD
MCMAHON, Jack (Producer). The Sound of Dissent (12” Vinyl, 33RPM). Chicago, Mercury Record Productions, Inc.,
[1969], SR 61203. Vinyl record in original sleeve and jacket. Record is clean and free of any scratches or other
blemishes. Record sleeve is toned along edges with minor creasing. Sleeve split along the middle section of each edge.
Record jacket worn along edges and at corners. Rubbing to front and rear of jacket, not affecting the image. Small hole
to lower right corner of front panel that extends through to the rear panel.
A funky mix of music and the voices of dissent – a sound collage all around the topic of protest and dissention of the late
1960s. The album consists of 11 tracks: (A1) Intro in 3 Parts (with the sounds of Eartha Kitt, Paris Students’ Riot, and
Adam Clayton Powell), (A2) Poor People’s Campaign (Dr. Ralph Abernathy, George Wallace, and Father Goppi), (A3)
Anti-Draft Remarks (Dr. Spock, Rev. Wm. Coffin, and Sen. E. McCarthy), (A4) Peace March (Sen. Stennis, Martin
Luther King, and Stokeley Carmichael), (A5) Loyalty Day Parade (Al Capp, Harry Hirshfield, Jr., Paul Krasner, and
Thomas Gleason), (B1) Anti-War March (Mike Donovan and George Wallace), (B2) Democratic National Convention
(Bishop Edward Crowther, Mayor Alioto, and Whitney Young), (B3) Campus (Hubert Humphrey, Sen. E. McCarthy, and
Howard University People), (B4) Women Protest (Dagmar Wilson), (B5) Martin Luther King, and (B6) Eulogy (James
Farmer, Stokeley Carmichael, and Sen. Robert Kennedy).

BENNETT, JR., Lerone. The Shaping of Black America. Signed by Author.
$120
BENNETT, JR., Lerone. The Shaping of Black America. Chicago: Johnson Publishing Company, Inc., 1975. 24x19cm:
356pp. Signed by the author, Best Wishes, / Lerone Bennett on the front free endpaper. Likely book club edition,
although not explicitly stated, lacking price on dust jacket. Illustrated by Charles White with ten sepia-toned plates, one
at the start of each chapter. Greenish brown cloth boards with gilt titling to front and spine. Interior clean and binding
tight. Head and tail of spine bumped with some wear to board edges and corners. Illustrated dust jacket with minor wear
and creasing to edges, most notable to head and tail of spine. Near Fine in a Near Fine dust jacket.
This work serves as “a historical reconstruction of the history of black people in the United States, since the famous
landing of the 20 blacks at Jamestown in 1619.” The book is divided into two sections, Foundations and Directions. The
first section “begins with the first generation of African-Americans and contains chapters on the black founding fathers,
the white semi-slaves of America, and the vitally important story of the relations between blacks and Indians. There is
also a chapter on the black pioneers, who created a new historical form, in part African, in part European, in part X.” The
latter section “focuses on the history of black labor and black capital (not black capitalism) and ends with the central
paradoxes of the political economy of blackness."

SHAPIRO, Harvey R. (editor). Community Control of Schools and the Interdicting of the Mass Society. A
Political Statement by the Teachers Freedom Party.
$60
SHAPIRO, Harvey R. (editor). Community Control of Schools and the Interdicting of the Mass Society. A Political
Statement by the Teachers Freedom Party. New York: Teachers Freedom Party, [1968]. 28x22cm. Consisting of 17
mimeographed sheets, stapled at upper left corner. Folded for mailing, thus containing a fold crease across center and
staple holes along page edges where it was sealed. Penned address of recipient (identified as H. Mulligan of Corapolis,
PA) to verso of last page along with cancelled 8-cent Albert Einstein stamp. Pages lightly toned, primarily along edges.
Numerous pencil notations, annotations, and underlining throughout the document, not impacting the document’s
readability. Better than Very Good.
The Teachers' Freedom Party was founded by Ralph Poynter, a political activist and prison abolitionist who focused
much of his energy on improving public schools. The Party’s overarching stance was that the power possessed by large
centralized institutions could only be opposed by empowering local communities to regain control of their institutions. In
this political statement, the organization uses that framework to argue that removing local control of schools is a threat
to democracy. Through local control of schools, the community can be empowered to actively fight against a slew of
corporate influences and ensure that external sources of influence function to meet the needs of schools and the
community, not vice versa. The piece goes on to discuss the New York City Board of Education as a corrupt entity that
robs citizens of their rights to local schools. Further, the piece explores issues of racism and elitism and the myriad ways
that systems of marginalization and oppression operate in schools. The Party’s political statement doesn’t just aim to stir
up the issue of local control, but also provides a viable framework for action.
A very interesting piece of ephemera related to educational activism and the fight against larger hegemonic control of
schools!

Anti-Racist Coalition. Anti-Racist Rally.
SOLD
Anti-Racist Coalition. Anti-Racist Rally. Boston: n.p., [1974/5]. 22x17.5cm, folded: Bifold handbill / flyer. Text on three
panels, verso blank. Front and rear panels moderately toned, primarily along edges. Mild foxing along inner fold, across
top edge of third panel, and on rear. Very Good.
Handbill announcing a rally spurred by racist comments made by John J. Kerrigan, chairman of the Boston School
Committee, at the time. While Brown v. Board of Education dismantled the legal basis for segregation in public schools
in 1954, not all school districts across the nation heard that message. Even 20 years after the Brown decision,
Kerrigan’s inherent racism was on display when he commented that his plan for integration would send 45 non-white
children to each suburb, “not enough to cause deterioration of the schools there.” Kerrigan was vehemently opposed to
the plan to integrate Boston public schools through busing. The handbill highlights that the deterioration of inner-city
schools is a result of the Boston School Committee’s poor leadership and calls for the committee’s resignation. Included
is a list of six demands to improve conditions for Black and Brown children in Boston public schools.
In June 1974, Judge W. Arthur Garrity in the Federal District Court of Massachusetts ordered the Boston School
Committee to eliminate the segregated school system it had maintained. According to the Boston City Archives, “The
case was unprecedented among school desegregation cases in several ways. In addition to being the longest case of
court involvement (with over 415 orders issued), it was the first case to involve a state level department of education in
monitoring compliance.”
Source: https://www.cityofboston.gov/images_documents/guide%20to%20the%20desegregationera%20records%20collection_tcm3-23340.pdf

LINDER, Walter. How Industrial Unionism Was Won: The Great Flint Sit-Down Strike Against General Motors
1936-1937. Progressive Labor Party Pamphlet.
SOLD
LINDER, Walter. How Industrial Unionism Was Won: The Great Flint Sit-Down Strike Against General Motors 19361937. New York: Progressive Labor Party, n.d. [c.1970]. 27.5x20.5cm: [40pp]. Progressive Labor Party Pamphlet. Black
and white illustrated stapled wrappers. Toning throughout with minor tears to wrappers especially to the head and tail of
spine. Minor creasing to a few pages. Better than Very Good.
Linder discusses the leadership, organization, and “spirit” used to create the effective sit-down strikes in Flint, Michigan
at General Motors. He describes some of the strengths and weaknesses of the UAW, it seems, in hopes to demonstrate
how the Progressive Labor Party (PLP) should organize their own union work during the late 1960’s. Linder became the
“trade-union organizer” for the party after he was laid off as a NYC train worker in 1963. At the time of this publication,
he was also the editor of the PLP newspaper Challenge, which is still in print today. This article originally appeared in
the Feb./March 1967 issue of Progressive Labor magazine (Vol. V, No. 6).
Source: https://www.marxists.org/history/erol/1960-1970/5retreats/chapter5.htm

MULLIN, Johnny; BANDERAS, Saluzdina; and CENTIN, Astrea. Against All Odds.
$30
MULLIN, Johnny; BANDERAS, Saluzdina; and CENTIN, Astrea. Against All Odds. California: Self-published, [2007].
28x21.5cm: [15pp]. Cut-and-paste zine in the classic Xerox style with red stock covers. Bound using three brass paper
fasteners. Minor creasing to corners and two spots of tape residue to back cover. Near Fine.
This piece seems to be a school group project where students chose revolutionary movements and answered the
questions: Why did this revolution happen? How did it create lasting change? The students researched mostly the
1960s counterculture movement through hippies, marijuana legalization and Woodstock, the environmental movement,
and the Cuban Revolution. Created in Xerox-style zine format to mimic some of the publications from the era. There is a
lot of self-expression throughout the project in the form of graffiti-type writing, hand-drawn comics, collages, and even a
short skit. An interesting look at a new generation trying to connect their own lives to movements of the past.

A. A. Allen, or “The Miracle Man”. A Lot of Five Evangelical Booklets and Five Pamphlets from the 1950s
SOLD
A lot of five evangelical booklets and five pamphlets from the 1950s written by Aso Alonso Allen (A.A. Allen). Two of the
pamphlets are duplicates.
A. A. Allen was a traveling evangelist from 1951 until his death in 1970. He was known for his theatrical and energetic
style of sermons containing up-beat music, Pentecostal healing, and deliverance. Allen boasted a large following and
was one of the first to create a national television ministry. His sermons were broadcasted on over 30 radio stations
across North America and, at its height, his Miracle Magazine had a subscribership of over 200,000. (Healing Revival
Press and NYTimes) Throughout his career, Allen was considered controversial in the religious sector for his alcohol
abuse (leading to a DUI arrest and ultimately his death), being one of the first to draw interracial crowds, and his
criticism of churches' denominational dependence. Allen was often scrutinized for keeping the media out of his tented
services, leading people to believe that he was hiding the truth behind his ‘miracles’. For example, “Most of the
evangelists had wheelchairs available for people who had bad backs and couldn’t stand in a healing line for hours. But
when the evangelist got to them and pulled them up out of the wheelchair, some in the audience thought they were
walking for the first time or that they had come to the revival in the wheelchair.” (Stewart, pg. 115)
This collection includes the following materials:
ALLEN, A. A. Except it be for Fornication: Your Answer to the Age Old Problem of Divorce & Remarriage. Miracle
Valley, AZ: A.A. Allen Revivals, n.d. 19.5x13.5cm: 54 pp. Original Price $1.00. Brightly colored illustrated paper
wrappers with side staples. Minor creasing to stapled spine edge. Minor rubbing to front and back wrappers.
Bleed through of yellow ink from front wrapper toward inside of front wrapper. Near Fine.
ALLEN, A. A. How to Have Power Over the Devil: and Other Best Loved Revival Sermons. Dallas, TX: A.A. Allen,
1954. 19x13cm: 67 pp. Original Price $0.50. Photo-illustrated paper wrappers with side staples. Minor rubbing to
front and back wrappers with scattered foxing near stapled spine edge. Light toning to pages. Red colored pencil
underlining on pg. 8, otherwise clean. Includes 12 pages of advertisements for his other books, along with an
order form. Cover photo is of Allen during a sermon. Better than Very Good.
ALLEN, A. A. 7 Other Spirits: A Revelation of the Underground Forces of A Sinister Enemy. Dallas, TX: A.A.
Allen, 1953. 19x13cm: 61 pp. Original Price $0.50. Red and yellow decorated front wrapper with side-staples.
Back wrapper is photo-illustrated showing a salvation service in Santiago de Cuba. Minor rubbing to front and
back wrappers with light creasing to stapled spine edge. Minor chipping to top right corners (front wrapper
through first 27 pages) and light toning throughout. Includes 10 pages of advertisements for his other books,
along with an order form. Better than Very Good.
ALLEN, A. A. The Secret to Scriptural Financial Success. Dallas, TX: A.A. Allen, 1953. 19.5x13.5cm: 48 pp.
Original Price $0.50. Yellow illustrated wrapper with side staples. Minor rubbing and creasing to wrappers. Pages
lightly toned. Few instances of red underlining to some pages. Includes 10 pages of advertisements for his other
books, along with an order form. Better than Very Good.
ALLEN, A. A. How to Have Freedom from Fear Worry and Your Case of Nerves. Dallas, TX: A.A. Allen, 1954.
19x13cm: 139 pp. Original Price $1.50. Photo-illustrated paper wrappers over stab-stapled page block. Back
cover shows photos of inside the Allen Revival Tent, with an inset photo of Allen himself, along with a photo of the
vans (semi-trucks) that transport his tent and equipment. Front cover has a light circular (darn coffee!) stain,
foxing to the spine, and creasing with a small tear to the back wrapper. Very Good.
Set of Five Undated Pamphlets: How to Remove the Cause of Sickness , How to Receive the Holy Ghost , and
You Can Be Healed! Twice-folded paper pamphlets: 12x8cm. Likely used for promotional purposes and given for
free to congregants. Each pamphlet has an advertisement to the back for an A. A. Allen book. Contents of
pamphlets are either verses of scripture with Allen’s interpretation or excerpts from one of his forthcoming books.
Very mild toning to edges. Fine.
As a collection, these booklets and pamphlets capture many of the revivalist’s efforts, ideals, and ideas of the time. The
set of covers are flashy and meant to evoke a certain emotion, aligning with the evangelist’s characteristics of
showmanship and theatrics. As a whole, the materials seem to be indicative of the evangelists’ leveraging of God to
make money, gain fame, and promote specific ideas regarding fornication, financial success, healing, and believing.
Interestingly, and likely inadvertently, the dichotomy between what Allen preached and how he lived his own life (vis-àvis his alcoholism and divorce) is highlighted. All of these booklets and pamphlets appear to be rather scarce with either
none or only a few located in commerce and/or OCLC.
Citation: Stewart, D. (1999). Only believe: An eyewitness account of the great healing revivals of the 20th century.
Shippensburg, PA. Revival Press.

PURCELL, Jesse. L’Art + Anarchie Exhibition Poster. Montreal: Festival de l’Anarchie, 2007.
SOLD
PURCELL, Jesse. L’Art + Anarchie Exhibition Poster. Montreal: Festival de l’Anarchie, 2007. 40x61cm. Five-color
screenprint on heavy stock paper. Large black pixelated cat set over what appears to be the outside structure of
Montreal Biosphere in light blue. Some red markings to rear of poster. Rolled, Fine.
Festival de l’Anarchie is a month-long festival taking place in Montreal. This poster highlights the 2007 art exhibition
portion of the festival, with 230 artists displaying politically and socially engaged visual art along with associated art
events and workshops. The International Anarchist Theater Festival and The Annual Anarchist Bookfair are other major
events happening during the month.
Jesse Purcell is part of Justseeds Artists’ Cooperative, a group of like-minded artists committed to social, environmental,
and political engagement. He is also the founder of Repetitive Press, a screenprinting and design studio with a focus on
producing visual materials for social movements.

